Matteo Cardellini
App Developer

Hi! I'm Matteo, I'm a passionate developer who is constantly looking for new things to learn and methods to
improve himself. Technology and science are my two great passions.
I'm an Engineering student at Unige by day and a freelance developer by night at my own company SmileApp

+39 3472785855

matteo.cardellini@smileapp.it

Working Experiences

Education
Google Certified Associate
Android Developer

SmileApp

Freelance Developer
02/2015 - Present
Angular

HTML

Cordova/Ionic

LESS

NodeJS

Udacity (Scholarship by Google)
02/2017 - present

Liceo Scientifico C. Colombo
2010 - 2016 | 90/100

Front End Developer, Intern
07/2016 - 09/2016
NodeJS

Socket.io

GCM APNs

University of Genoa
2016 - present

Front End Developer, Intern
06/2015 - 09/2015
Angular

HTML

Sablono GmbH

Berlin, Germany

Sablono GmbH

Berlin, Germany

My amazing experience at Sablono and the awesome people that I
met during the previous summer were the reason I decided to come
back in the summer of 2016 to work again at Sablono. This time,
besides building the Sablono platform, I also led some side projects,
that has been later implemented in the main workflow,
implementing a live communication between the web platform and
the mobile application using NodeJS and Socket.io and a system
of push notifications through APNs and GCM.

Bsc Computer Engineering

Reviews

Genoa, Italy

As soon as I turned 18 I started my own freelancer activity, SmileApp,
building mobile applications and websites for stores and companies
in my hometown, Genoa. In my portfolio I have many clients, among
which stand out an important phone reseller, Stylecar, with over six
thousand clients registered in the application that I built, and a
medical and dentistry conference organiser, e20, with more than
forty thousand clients all over Italy.

Android Developer Nanodegree

Scientific Highschool

matteocardellini.it

Sablono is an IT Company based in Berlin which provides a web
application for construction companies to easily track their progress
across multiple construction sites. My work was to build clear and
efficient user interfaces for the web application employing AngularJS
as the main framework. This experience made me really understand
the working environment and how big teams operate together to
achieve a common goal through methods like Git for the versioning
and publishing control and the Agile Method Scrum for managing the
product development.

LESS

Cordova/Ionic

Sablono and I personally, welcomed Matteo
already two times in our office at Berlin. He is a
very passionate and smart developer with high
self motivation to quality and elegance on the
work he delivers - on paper and digital.
I'm highly recommending him as front end
developer and engineer but I also see a high
potential on other coding topics.

Professional Skills

I wish you all the best and hope to welcome you
another time in Berlin.
Mathias Bergmann

Software Developer, Sablono GmbH

I've worked with Matteo during his internship at
Sablono, in Berlin. He is not only a talented
developer and good learner, but also a very nice
person to work with. He always has very good
ideas and delivers good quality work, and also
knows how to work in a team.
He has high potential, and is always curious
about new technologies and tools.

98%

93%

70%

Expert, 4 years

Expert, 3 years

AngularJS

Java & Android

I'm able to build beautiful and
responsive websites with complex
layouts using HTML5, LESS
and Javascript.

Able to implement a complete user
interface in the form of a mobile
and desktop web app, with a focus
on performance and
design.

As an Udacity student I've been taught
the foundamentals of Android
and all the steps needed
to follow the Android
Design Principles

HTML, CSS, Javascript

Proficient, 1 year

I totally recommend him.

Other Skills

Belèn Agüeras Angulo

Senior Frontend Engineer, Sablono GmbH

LESS
C++

Git
AWS

PHP
Scrum

MySQL
Grunt

Photoshop

NodeJs
npm

Italian

Ionic
English

Illustrator

Visit matteocardellini.it for more infos about me and for my updated portfolio

